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At the podium, Dr. Eloise Clarie. vice president for academic affairs, welcomes back faculty and staff at opening day ceremonies Aug. 21 in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union. Classes for the 1989-90 academic year began Aug. 23.

Olscamp reviews 1988-89, University is in 'excellent condition'
In his e_igtrth State of the University
address, President Olscamp t~ faculty
and staff at the Aug. 21 opening day
festivities that the
University is in •excellent condition.·
Pleased with
the progress and
reputation of BGSU,
Olscamp said the
University must
begin preparing for
the next century,
only a decade

aT(cly. ·Academic
Paul Olscamp
standards, academic programs, learning resources, endowment. physical plant and the staff
have all demonstrably improved over the
last few years, and I want to do everything I can to continue these trends,· he
said.
·1 will WOik as hard as I can to help
and together I know we will prepare the
University for the 21st century in ways

ar.d with a level of commitment that will
continue to be noticed and admired
across the country, as our current
endeavors have been watched and
envied.·
Olscamp reported on the events of
the past year:
-Although tuition increases again
outpaced inflation, the budget the
University received from the state was
better than those received in neighboring
states, he said. Bowling Green's total
charges for undergraduate residential
students are still the lowest in Ohio.
"Given sound enroUments, which I
expect to continue, and a sorld state
economy, which I also anticipate for at
least two years, we should be in a good
operating position,. Olscamp said. "The
budget did not enable us to make all the
increases in operating non-salary
categories which we would have liked,
but we did make some progress, much of
which was due to the increase in revenues caused by ~ successful effort to

obtain funding for an ackfrtional 1,000 fulltime equivalent students.·
-Progress also has been made in
faculty salary rankings within the state
four year system. This year Bowling
Green tied with Miami University in
having the second highest faculty salary
increases in the state, behind Ohio
University. -We think we are on track in
our three-year program to move into the
higher rankings,· he said. "Nationally, we
are doing very well, and I invite you to
consider those national numbers as they
are published in the Chronicle for Higher

Education.
-The University continues to make

strides in its capital renovation and
construction program. This year reconstruction of Shatzel Hall wiU begin:
renovation wiU start on Hayes Hall as a
center for computer science activities;
ground wm be broken for the $9.3 million
Fine Arts Building addition; 1,700 seats
will be added to the Ice Arena by the start
of the hockey season: and the college

park office building will be completed by
the second week of October.
-A commitment to computerization
of the campus continues to grow,
Olscamp said. There currently are 2,933
computers and 20 labs throughout the
University, as compared to 304 computers and no labs eight years ago.

-The University's efforts to attract
National Merit Scholars has been
successful. This year 61. National Merit
Scholars are in the freshman class, bring
the total studying at Bowling Green to
109.
-Efforts were not as successful in
recruiting minority freshmen as last year,
but Olscamp said this academic year will
have the second highest niinority
enrollment in the last five years.
He said a new minority faculty hiring .
money pool has been established, which
has an initial balance of $150,000 and is
under the direct control of the vice

Continued on Page 3

Lancaster says participatory government necessary

Senate meetings may be cumbersome, but the system works
The University's Faculty Senate
should be viewed as a forum where
serious issues can be addressed, but its
observers and participants should not
expect it always to
be a neat and tidy
process, said Or.

Ann-Marie Lancaster, chair of
Faculty Senate, in
her remarks to
faculty and staff at
opening day
festivities Aug. 21.

-Tue more

Ann-Marie

complex the

problem, the
messier and more
time-consuming the process; she said.
·tt wiD be difficult. even at times unpleasant, to participate in this process. It will
certainly be much easier to criticize the
process than to wo~ to make it sueLancaster

ceed.·
Common complaints about senate
meetings are that they are frustratinr

cumbersome and chaotic, Lancaster said.
But in order to gain represenation, the
University community has to accept a
certain level of inefficiency. It's a tradeoff, she said, and the higher the level of
efficiency, the more restnctive the means
for representation.
However, she does not believe that
the great amount of time spent on
disCI assion is always unproductive. Many
of the issues and problems addressed in
Faculty Senate are complex for which
solutions
not easily identified.
"Moreover, many problems affect
members of the University community
very differently,· Lancaster said. ·A
particular issue may not be of interest to
me, because my fife is not directly
affected by it and I may not know much
about it. B~ a participatory governance

are

system requires a lot of work and carries
with it the responsibifrty to become
educated on issues.·
She reviewed some of the topics
the senate will be examining during the
academic year:
-Child Care. An ad hoc committee
established last January has completed a
child care needs analysis of the University's faculty, staff and students. Asked to
assess the need for such a facility, to
investigate alternative approaches for
campus child care and to identify the
financial implications of the various
approaches, the committee will submit its
report early this semester.
The committee has been coordinating its efforts with the Chamber of
Commerce, which has undertaken a
similar study among city residents.
-Temporary full-time faculty and
part-time faculty. Lancaster said during
the past year the University employed

approximately 113 full-time temporary
faculty and 163 part-time faculty to fulfill
instructionaJ staffing needs.
Temporary faculty comprise
approximately 15 percent of the full-time
faculty and some departments recruit for
15 or more full-time replacements each
year.
At the same time, part-time faculty
members receive no benefits. Since
instituting a benefits package for parttime faculty on some type of pro-rated
scale would have significant budget
impfications, Lancaster said it would be
<flfficult to implement an immediate
solution.
"What was originally viewed as a
short-term solution to staffing demands
has become a permanent and significant
component of our teaching faculty.· she

said.

Continued on Page 4

Puffer implements changes at campus pharmacy

Commentary
Editor, the Monitor:
This year's "summer surprise" was an edict from President Olscamp which
banned smoking in lounge, commons and eating areas, except eating areas in the
University Union which soon may join the list This ban and earlier restrictions on
smoking in most University buildings are justified on the basis that inhaled tobacco
smoke is a hazard to health, a conclusion generally understood to be true only for
about the past 400 years.
This unilateral manifesto does make at least one issue more clear. I once was
under the apprehension that the basic mission of Bowling Green State University
was education and its corollary the expansion of knowledge. Thanks to President
Olscamp's explanation of his action, I now know that these are secondary to the
achievement of good health and longevity for students, staff and faculty.
On that premise I propose more measures to further that purpose. For
example, studies have shown that consumption of fried food, fatty food, excessive
protein and caffeine are harmful to the digestive and cardiovascular systems. Being
overweight, lack of regular exercise and job-related stress also have been linked
with cardiovascular ailments. Other scientific evidence suggests that for people of
40 years or more, daily consumption of moderate amounts of alcohol reduces the
risk of cardiovascular disease. In addition, inhalation of the exhaust from internal
combustion engines is unhealthy.
It seems proper therefore to ban the sale and consumption on campus of
foods such as French-fried potatoes and potato chips, fried fish, hamburgers, hot
dogs, eggs and pork chops. No coffee, tea, cola or chocolate containing caffeine
should be allowed. No machines run by internal combustion engines should be
permitted to operate on University grounds. Chairs and directors should require that
no one under their supervision be overweight and that all participate in regular
exercise programs. Perhaps group calisthenics before 8 a.m. should be instituted
University-wide. They also should ensure that employees over age 40 should
consume no less that one a a haH nor more than four ounces of alcohol each day.

Reduction of stress levels is more complex to address. Certainly students
should not be given assignments that induce worry and examinations should not
have threatening consequences, regardless of performance. For faculty it will be
important to reduce anxiety regarcfing tenure, promotion, merit and teaching assignments. Those who direct classified and administrative personnel should strive to
avoid criticism of mistakes and concern about job security.
It seems logical to assume that determined and skilled leadership can prepare
such an agenda in time for a proclamation sometime during July 1990. Once such
changes are in fuU operation, BGSU can become a happy and healthy place to work
and study. We may not accomplish very much but we may live forever. Amen.
Tom Anderson
Geography

Commentary policy
Monitoraa:epts letters to the ecfrtor for publication in the "Commentary" section.
Letters which introduce a new topic for campus <flalogue must not exceed 800
words. Subsequent letters submitted in response to a topic previously introduced
must not exceed 500 words. All letters which exceed the allowable length wiD be
returned to the author to condense.
H a letter is submitted for pubrication in the Monitor, the author must affirm that it
will not be published in any other campus publication until it has appeared in the
Monitor. Letters which are submitted simultaneously or have been previously
published in the BG News will be refused because both publications reach the
faculty/staff audierice.
It is expected that no member of the University community will submit more than
one letter on any issue during a semester. At any time when two people have written
on the same issue, and one author has previously published a letter in the Monitor,
only the letter written by the previously unpublished author will be printed.
The deadline to submit letters id 5 p.m. Tuesday for publication in the following
Monday's Monitor. All letters must be signed and typed.

Commentary
Editor. the Monitor:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the letter published in the Monitor
(July 17) from Dr. Paul E. Parnell, professor emeritus of English, concerning the
restoration of the Jerome Library murals. There have been countless times during
the past three years that I have watched students, visitors and parents pause in
their trek aaoss campus to squint and point at the murals that adorn the east and
west facades of the Jerome Library. During pre-registration and orientation weeks,
it is particularly noticeable. There is little doubt that the murals are of interest and
value to the University community. Yet. as Professor Parnell so eloquently points

out, "few things make a less favorable impression on visitors than these faded
remnants of a striking work of art."
No one on this campus is happy, least of all me, with the condition of the
murals. Restoration of the murals will neither be easy nor inexpensive. We learned
this in our recent attempts to initiate a restoration project Perhaps what we discovered wiU provide some perspective on such an undertaking.
There has been a growing and recent interest at BGSU in restoring the
murals, created in 1968 by artist-in-residence Donald Drumm. In 1986, Dr. Adrian
Tio of the School of Art sought a grant from the Ohio Arts Council for the project.
Although this request was denied, the application process and discussions with
representatives of the council provided us with new information and demonstrated
the complexity of the issues involved.
To illustrate, and I quote from the Ohio Arts Council review panel notes: "The
mural was constructed by sandblasting, cameo-style, into the coarser underlying
layers of concrete rather than by moulding against forms. It appears that the
decision to paint the intaglio areas to provide greater contrast was made during the
construction phase. (The use of permanent tinting pigments in the concrete was
considered but discarded.) The dark paint which was used has weathereed and
been abraded by windblown dust·
Questions abound: repaint the murals or let them continue to fade to the
point where the coarse concrete is exposed as the artist supposedly intended? Or
should we attempt to reapply some sort of permanently tinted substance to the
surface of the painted, but fading areas?
Other issues such as the use of hydrofluoric acid to clean the surface of the
murals, safe handling of the acid and the possible need for additional sandblasting
further complicate the project The Ohio Arts Council strongly recommended the
employment of an architectural conservator before further contemplating the restoration.
The University architect. Roland Engler, asked a contrad architect for an
upcoming library project (which includes laying a new roof, recaulking the windows,
repairing the parapet walls and tuck.pointing the masonry) to investigate inclusion of
the murals restoration work within the scope of the planned project. We wanted to
develop a workable plan and a realistic cost estimate of the mural restoration.
Unfortunately, the limited avatlability of funds to complete the basic repair-replacement work on the library building, as well as other campus buildings, forced us to
postpone our efforts to develcip a plan for restoring the murals.
There is little doubt that properly restoring the murals, utilizing techniques
that will insure their longterm preservation, would be complex and very expensive.
It certainly involves more than merely applying a r1e'.'I coat of paint It will require
technical expe_~ before a viable ~and accu~te. cost esti~te C<\f1 -~ formulated. Mr. E!'9~er's best _estima~e of the _cost of the m~~-~oration is_ ~t ~ . _

$100,000. . .
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We
all like to see the murals·restoredJrui lheStatement by or: Parnell
that it • .. _would cost only a modest amount...• is not accurate. Nof only would this
project be very costly, there are serious and complex issues such as utilizing appropriate techniques and assessing/controlling the environmental impact upon
buildings, plants, people and automobiles if any acicfic solution is used in cleaning
the murals. I believe that if the money were available we would be able to resolve
the other issues. At minimum, money for a feasibility study leading to some solid
recommendations as to how best to proceed is needed. I hope the money problem
can be overcome very soon so we can move toward a full restoration of the murals
and a much more favorable impression upon our visitors and members of the
University community.
Dr. Rush G. Miller
Dean of libraries and learning resources

1989 Olscamp Research Award presented to Ellen Frankel Paul
Dr. Ellen Frankel Paul, pofltical
professional conferences, fund raising.
scierice and deputy director of the Social
grant writing and research.
Philosophy and Poricy Center, is the
During the past three years she
recipient of the 1989 Paul and Ruth
has published two books, Property Rights
Olscamp Research Award.
and Eminent Domain and Equity and
Given annually to a faculty
Gender. She also has edited eight other
member for outstanding scholarly or
books and written more than a haH dozen
creative accomplishments during the prior
articles in political science journals, law
three years, the $1,000 award was
reviews and books.
created in 1985 by University President
In addition, she has been
Paul J. Olscamp and his wife Ruth,
principal investigator for the project,
communication <flSOfders. The recipient is
"Economic Rights and the Constitution."
chosen upon the recommendation of a
funded by the National Endowment for the
special advisory committee which reviews
Humanities, and was appointed by
nominations made by the University
President Reagan to seive as the U.S.
community.
representative to the United Nations
Paul, who earned her doctorate
Commission for Social Development from
at Harvard in 1976, came to Bowling
March 1983 until January 1989.
Green in 1981 after serving as a National
Of her scholarly work during the
Fellow at the Hoover Institution at
past three years, Paul said she considers
Stanford University. She previously taught publication of Property Rights and
political science at the University of
Eminent Domain as her major accomColorado and MiaJT>j University and had
pl"IShment. In addition to being the first ·
been a visiting fellow in the government
time she had written about constitutional
department at Harvard.
· property law ·or indeed, anything in the
As deputy director of the Social
field of law," the book was "enormously
Philosophy and Policy Center, an
more compl"lcated" than any of her prior
interdisciplinary research group that
projects, she said.
studies issues in which ethical and
In the book, Paul examines how
philosophical considerations play a role in
government appropriation or regulation of
detennining publ"IC poricy, Paul edits the
private property, especially land, is
journal Social Philosophy & Pofq. Her
generally thought to be justified by the
duties also include editing a book series
constitutional doctrines of eminent domain
and a series of original papers which the
and police power. The former allows
center co-pubrlShes with Transaction
governments to take private property for
Press, assisting in the management of
public use, as long as 1ust compensation"

Award recipient finds helping students makes job more enjoyable
Cindy Puffer, COOl'dinator of the
pharmacy at the Student Health Center, is
the 1989 recipient of the Michael R.

students. Four or frve students come to
the campus each year and gain practical

Ferrari Award.
Puffer was presented the award
Aug. 21 during an opening day reception
far administrative staff.
Puffer joined the University staff in
1983 and also has been a preceptor
(teacher of fifth-year pharmacy students)
for the past seven years at the University
of Toledo's College of Pharmacy. She
received her degree in pharmacy from UT
in 1980.
Puffer's interest in pharmacy was
sparked when she worked as a drug store
cashier as a teenager. Sirice then that
interest has never wavered.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
Student Health Services, said Bowling
Green has one of the most advanced
student pharmacies in the nation because
of the technological innovations introduced by Puffer.
Sirice arriving on campus, she has
implemented a computer system which
stores all dincal pharmacy records and
warns of any potential adverse drug
interadion. The system also keeps the
health services inventory with exceptional
accuracy. Lasi year the annual audit
showed the inventory to be accurate to
within less than $4, and as a result the
auditors decided to change from annual to
semi-annual audits of the pharmacy.
Puffer also was responsillle for the
installation of a device which automatically counts the proper number of pills to
fill a prescription, which saves a great
deal of staff time.
Puffer initiated Bowling Green's
involvement in the UT pharmacy extern
program, which has resulted in more than
800 hours of uncompensated assistance
per year from senior UT pharmacy

and personnel managment. "These

training on computers, inventory control
students come here for dinical, hands-on
experience. It polishes and refines them a
little more than classes," Puffer said.
In 1988, she was named National
Preceptor of the Year, and at age 30 was
the youngest person ever to receive the
award. The award is presented by the
National Association of Retail Druggists.
In conjunction with the honor, a $1,000
pharmacy scholarship was established in
her name at UT.
At Bowling Green, Puffer created
and serves on the health center's
medication advisory committee. She also
writes a monthly pharmacy newsletter to
keep the staff up-to-date on pharmacy
developments.
In addition, she has guest lectured
in several courses and made presentations at Cancer Day and at the Health
Service Health Fair; has written guest
columns for the BG News; has participated in the 'Women in Science Career
Day"; and teaches the continuing education course, "Over the Counter Medication
and the Elderly."
In December 1988, Puffer delivered
the commencement address for the UT
CoUege of Pharmacy graduation. This fall
she will be working with WBGU-lV to
produce one of the first telecommunication continuing education programs from
the campus.
She said she learns something new
herseH every day. "There are new drugs
all the time, new ways doctors treat
patients and new ways of ordering
medications. It's such a growing and
progressive field," Puffer said.
· Created in 1982 by the Board of
Trustees to honor an University adminis-

prestigious ·
1989 .Carat Burnett Ethics Prize·

Paul E. Kostyu, a graduate
student, was been awarded the 1989
Carol Burnett Ethics Prize for his paper
"Doing What's Right: Teaching Ethics in
Journalism Programs."
The prestigious national award
was established by actress Carol Burnett
following her successful 1976 libel suit
against the National Enquirer. Burnett
created both an undergraduate and
graduate student award with the intent
that it encourage students of journalism to
be aware of their responsibility to the
public. Kostyu won in the graduate
student division.
The award is administered by
the University of Hawaii and the Association for Education in Journarism and Mass
Communication. Kostyu received $350
and a plaque at AEJMC's national
convention in Washington, D.C., in

Judges in the contest called the
paper "persuasively argued, with data that
provide a valuable contribution to the
study of media ethics education.· The
paper will be published this fall in the
"Journal of Media Ethics."

Relying on information obtained
from a survey of 359 University students
enrolled in journalism classes and an
examination of 90 accrecfrted journalism
programs in the Untied States, Kostyu
concluded that although journalism
students appear to understand the
<frffererice between ethical and non-ethical
behavior, they do not seem to know what
to do when faced with such behavior.
The paper suggests that a more
vigorous effort needs to be made by
journalism programs across the country to
teach journal"ISfll ethics. It calls on
programs to offer specific mecfaa ethics
courses and that those rourses be
required of all students.
Kostyu is currently a doctoral
can<fidate in mass communication, where
he has taught journalism for the past three
years. He previously was editor of the
Monitor publ"IShed by the Office of Public
Relations.
A graduate of Heidelberg
College, Kostyu has been a journalist
since 1973 and has worked in a variety of
capacities at newspapers in Ohio and
North Carolina. He also holds a master's
degree in popular culture from Bowling

Hale is named to directorship
Dr. Dennis Hale, journalism, has
been appointed director of the School of
Mass Communication.
Hale, who joined the University staff
in 1980, served as acting chair of the
journalism department last year. While at
Bowling Green, he also has headed the
news-editorial sequence and' has been
chair of the Board of Student Publications.

is made to the owner, the latter allows
governments to regulate land use for the
public good.
Paul is the fifth recipient of the
Olscamp Research Award. Prior winners
include Dr. Gary R. Hess, Distinguished
Research Professor and chair of the.
history department; Dr. Douglas C.

Neckers, Distinguished Research
Professor, chair of the chemistry department and executive director of the Center
for Photochemical Sciences; awardwinning author Michael Mott, English; and
Dr. Kenneth Kiple, history and a leading
authority on the biological history of black

slaves.
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Cindy Puffer receives the 1989 Michael R. Ferrari Award from last years recipient
Richard Conrad, director of computer services and telecommunications services.
Puffer has been the coordinator of the pharmacy at the University's Student Health
Center since 1983.
trator who shows a caring attitude in
working with faculty, staff and students.
the award is named after Dr. Michael
Ferrari, a longtime Bowling Green
administrator who was interim president of
the University in 1981-82. Ferrari currently
is president of Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa
The Ferrari Award winner is
chosen, following campus-wide nominations, by a committee of administrative
staff based upon criteria that include
innovation and initiative, job performance

and relationship with the University
community.
Previous award winners have been
Richard L Conrad, director of computer
services and telecommunications
services. George J. Howick of the
Management Center, Gregory DeCrane of
student affairs, Patrick Frtzgerald of
WBGU-lV, Zola Buford of registration and
records. and Suzanne Crawford of
continuing education.
Recipients are given a plaque and a
$400 piece of artwork.

president for academic affairs. It will be

sity Union every 15 minutes, the transfer

Kosty~. re~ejves

August.

Ruth and Paul Olscamp present Ellen Frankel Paul (right) wfth the 1989 Olscamp Research Award. Paul is the fifth recipient of the award which carries a $1,000 cash prize
and is presented for outstanding scholarfy or creative accomplishments.
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Hale received his undergraduate
degree in history and economics from the
University of Puget Sound and his
masters in journalism from the University
of Oregon. He obtained his doctorate in
joumafism from Southern IUinois University.
He previously worked for the
Bellevue American in Washington as
business ecfitor, at the Post-Register in
Idaho FaDs as regional editor and at the

Outlook in Oregon as news editor. He
also worked at Tacoma Community
College as a public information officer and
journarism instructor.
A frequent contributor to journals,
Hale has written a variety of articles and
book chapters and reviews as well as
convention papers. In addition, he is a
member of the editorial board of the
Jouma/ of Media Economics.
His area of study is press law, press
coverage of the courts and social factors
that shape press rights.

Numbers changed
The alumni and development
offices have new telephone numbers: the
alumni office is 372-2701; the develop. ment office is 372-2424; and the foundation office is 372-2551.

used to support hiring of minorities only.
and Olscamp said he intends to request
the pool be doubled to $300,000 and kept
at that level indefinitely. 'We have to crack
this problem somehow and it's going to
cost money to do it,· he said.
-Faculty grants and contracts have
improved, but the rate of growth has
reached a plateau. Last year, 270
proposals were submitted to various
funding agencies by 180 faculty, 23
administrative staff submitted proposals
and 10 were submitted by nine graduate
students. A total of $6.4 million was
received for 107 awards.
Frve Academic Challenge Grants
were submitted and all received funding
without mcxflfication.
-Endowment also has continued to
grow and within eight years will provide $4
to 5 rrulrion unencumbered new dollars
each year to enhance equipment purchases, special projecls, <flStinguished
professorships, research and operating
budgets.
Olscamp said the University passed
$25 minion dollars in funds this year used
as endQwment Seven years ago the endowment was $1.9 million. Without
raising any more money, the endowment
will be at least $60 miRion in just eight
years.
-The University received $200,000
last year for a Canadian Studies Center
from the state, and Olscamp said he
expects additional financial support from
Canada and other sources. Next month
he will visit a Canadian university for the
second time to diso rss cooperative
relations in developing a trade pact data

base.
-The new on-line telephone registratlur. system. STAR v:as implemented last
spring to register for fall classes. In the
first two days of operation, 5,700 students
used the system with 6,600 sections
dropped or added
-The Research/Enterprise Park
signed its first tenant, Mid-American Bank.
-The new campus entrance and
Information Center is open and the first
phase of its operations has begun. This
phase involves a commuter bus service
that travels from the center to the Univer-

of all visitor parking to the lots near the

entrance. and expansion of security and
lighting in that area
Ultimately aU freshman and sophomore parking will be transferred to that
area as weU as visitor parking. This will be
phased in during a two year period
because of the adcfrtional staffing, trans·
portation, security and educational effort
that will be needed.
"At the end of two years, we should
have more central campus parking
without taking away any more green
space,· Olscamp said. ·1 think we should
restore green space on campus.·
-As of July 1. changes have been
implemented in the campus· smoking
policy. Following the rejection of a
smol<jng recommendation by two of four
constituent groups last spring, Olscamp
said he wanted to find a less comprehensive policy that would reduce smoking on

campus.
Under the new policy. smoking is
banned in eating, lounge and commons
areas. except the University Union where
a policy wili be developed later this fall.
Each building will have a committee
estabflShed to determine smoking
conditions for that area

Also, in the past students had to
request non-smoking rooms in residence
halls. This year the policy was reversed
and students who wish to smoke had to
request a smoking room. Four hundred
and twenty-five students out of 8.060
requested smokiniJ rooms this fan.
In looking ahead to the academic
year, Olscamp said he will institute a frveyear goal of improving Bowling Green·s
ACT scores for entering stOOents to
second in the state. A new five-year
computing plan wiU be created and
instituted. A five-year plan for development of the Graduate College will be
planned. including the addition of graduate assistantships and the development of
new programs. In addition, Olscamp said
he anticipates the submission of a
proposal for a doctoral degrea in organizational development to the Board of
Trustees sometime this year.

Puffer implements changes at campus pharmacy

Commentary
Editor, the Monitor:
This year's "summer surprise" was an edict from President Olscamp which
banned smoking in lounge, commons and eating areas, except eating areas in the
University Union which soon may join the list This ban and earlier restrictions on
smoking in most University buildings are justified on the basis that inhaled tobacco
smoke is a hazard to health, a conclusion generally understood to be true only for
about the past 400 years.
This unilateral manifesto does make at least one issue more clear. I once was
under the apprehension that the basic mission of Bowling Green State University
was education and its corollary the expansion of knowledge. Thanks to President
Olscamp's explanation of his action, I now know that these are secondary to the
achievement of good health and longevity for students, staff and faculty.
On that premise I propose more measures to further that purpose. For
example, studies have shown that consumption of fried food, fatty food, excessive
protein and caffeine are harmful to the digestive and cardiovascular systems. Being
overweight, lack of regular exercise and job-related stress also have been linked
with cardiovascular ailments. Other scientific evidence suggests that for people of
40 years or more, daily consumption of moderate amounts of alcohol reduces the
risk of cardiovascular disease. In addition, inhalation of the exhaust from internal
combustion engines is unhealthy.
It seems proper therefore to ban the sale and consumption on campus of
foods such as French-fried potatoes and potato chips, fried fish, hamburgers, hot
dogs, eggs and pork chops. No coffee, tea, cola or chocolate containing caffeine
should be allowed. No machines run by internal combustion engines should be
permitted to operate on University grounds. Chairs and directors should require that
no one under their supervision be overweight and that all participate in regular
exercise programs. Perhaps group calisthenics before 8 a.m. should be instituted
University-wide. They also should ensure that employees over age 40 should
consume no less that one a a haH nor more than four ounces of alcohol each day.

Reduction of stress levels is more complex to address. Certainly students
should not be given assignments that induce worry and examinations should not
have threatening consequences, regardless of performance. For faculty it will be
important to reduce anxiety regarcfing tenure, promotion, merit and teaching assignments. Those who direct classified and administrative personnel should strive to
avoid criticism of mistakes and concern about job security.
It seems logical to assume that determined and skilled leadership can prepare
such an agenda in time for a proclamation sometime during July 1990. Once such
changes are in fuU operation, BGSU can become a happy and healthy place to work
and study. We may not accomplish very much but we may live forever. Amen.
Tom Anderson
Geography

Commentary policy
Monitoraa:epts letters to the ecfrtor for publication in the "Commentary" section.
Letters which introduce a new topic for campus <flalogue must not exceed 800
words. Subsequent letters submitted in response to a topic previously introduced
must not exceed 500 words. All letters which exceed the allowable length wiD be
returned to the author to condense.
H a letter is submitted for pubrication in the Monitor, the author must affirm that it
will not be published in any other campus publication until it has appeared in the
Monitor. Letters which are submitted simultaneously or have been previously
published in the BG News will be refused because both publications reach the
faculty/staff audierice.
It is expected that no member of the University community will submit more than
one letter on any issue during a semester. At any time when two people have written
on the same issue, and one author has previously published a letter in the Monitor,
only the letter written by the previously unpublished author will be printed.
The deadline to submit letters id 5 p.m. Tuesday for publication in the following
Monday's Monitor. All letters must be signed and typed.

Commentary
Editor. the Monitor:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the letter published in the Monitor
(July 17) from Dr. Paul E. Parnell, professor emeritus of English, concerning the
restoration of the Jerome Library murals. There have been countless times during
the past three years that I have watched students, visitors and parents pause in
their trek aaoss campus to squint and point at the murals that adorn the east and
west facades of the Jerome Library. During pre-registration and orientation weeks,
it is particularly noticeable. There is little doubt that the murals are of interest and
value to the University community. Yet. as Professor Parnell so eloquently points

out, "few things make a less favorable impression on visitors than these faded
remnants of a striking work of art."
No one on this campus is happy, least of all me, with the condition of the
murals. Restoration of the murals will neither be easy nor inexpensive. We learned
this in our recent attempts to initiate a restoration project Perhaps what we discovered wiU provide some perspective on such an undertaking.
There has been a growing and recent interest at BGSU in restoring the
murals, created in 1968 by artist-in-residence Donald Drumm. In 1986, Dr. Adrian
Tio of the School of Art sought a grant from the Ohio Arts Council for the project.
Although this request was denied, the application process and discussions with
representatives of the council provided us with new information and demonstrated
the complexity of the issues involved.
To illustrate, and I quote from the Ohio Arts Council review panel notes: "The
mural was constructed by sandblasting, cameo-style, into the coarser underlying
layers of concrete rather than by moulding against forms. It appears that the
decision to paint the intaglio areas to provide greater contrast was made during the
construction phase. (The use of permanent tinting pigments in the concrete was
considered but discarded.) The dark paint which was used has weathereed and
been abraded by windblown dust·
Questions abound: repaint the murals or let them continue to fade to the
point where the coarse concrete is exposed as the artist supposedly intended? Or
should we attempt to reapply some sort of permanently tinted substance to the
surface of the painted, but fading areas?
Other issues such as the use of hydrofluoric acid to clean the surface of the
murals, safe handling of the acid and the possible need for additional sandblasting
further complicate the project The Ohio Arts Council strongly recommended the
employment of an architectural conservator before further contemplating the restoration.
The University architect. Roland Engler, asked a contrad architect for an
upcoming library project (which includes laying a new roof, recaulking the windows,
repairing the parapet walls and tuck.pointing the masonry) to investigate inclusion of
the murals restoration work within the scope of the planned project. We wanted to
develop a workable plan and a realistic cost estimate of the mural restoration.
Unfortunately, the limited avatlability of funds to complete the basic repair-replacement work on the library building, as well as other campus buildings, forced us to
postpone our efforts to develcip a plan for restoring the murals.
There is little doubt that properly restoring the murals, utilizing techniques
that will insure their longterm preservation, would be complex and very expensive.
It certainly involves more than merely applying a r1e'.'I coat of paint It will require
technical expe_~ before a viable ~and accu~te. cost esti~te C<\f1 -~ formulated. Mr. E!'9~er's best _estima~e of the _cost of the m~~-~oration is_ ~t ~ . _

$100,000. . .
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We
all like to see the murals·restoredJrui lheStatement by or: Parnell
that it • .. _would cost only a modest amount...• is not accurate. Nof only would this
project be very costly, there are serious and complex issues such as utilizing appropriate techniques and assessing/controlling the environmental impact upon
buildings, plants, people and automobiles if any acicfic solution is used in cleaning
the murals. I believe that if the money were available we would be able to resolve
the other issues. At minimum, money for a feasibility study leading to some solid
recommendations as to how best to proceed is needed. I hope the money problem
can be overcome very soon so we can move toward a full restoration of the murals
and a much more favorable impression upon our visitors and members of the
University community.
Dr. Rush G. Miller
Dean of libraries and learning resources

1989 Olscamp Research Award presented to Ellen Frankel Paul
Dr. Ellen Frankel Paul, pofltical
professional conferences, fund raising.
scierice and deputy director of the Social
grant writing and research.
Philosophy and Poricy Center, is the
During the past three years she
recipient of the 1989 Paul and Ruth
has published two books, Property Rights
Olscamp Research Award.
and Eminent Domain and Equity and
Given annually to a faculty
Gender. She also has edited eight other
member for outstanding scholarly or
books and written more than a haH dozen
creative accomplishments during the prior
articles in political science journals, law
three years, the $1,000 award was
reviews and books.
created in 1985 by University President
In addition, she has been
Paul J. Olscamp and his wife Ruth,
principal investigator for the project,
communication <flSOfders. The recipient is
"Economic Rights and the Constitution."
chosen upon the recommendation of a
funded by the National Endowment for the
special advisory committee which reviews
Humanities, and was appointed by
nominations made by the University
President Reagan to seive as the U.S.
community.
representative to the United Nations
Paul, who earned her doctorate
Commission for Social Development from
at Harvard in 1976, came to Bowling
March 1983 until January 1989.
Green in 1981 after serving as a National
Of her scholarly work during the
Fellow at the Hoover Institution at
past three years, Paul said she considers
Stanford University. She previously taught publication of Property Rights and
political science at the University of
Eminent Domain as her major accomColorado and MiaJT>j University and had
pl"IShment. In addition to being the first ·
been a visiting fellow in the government
time she had written about constitutional
department at Harvard.
· property law ·or indeed, anything in the
As deputy director of the Social
field of law," the book was "enormously
Philosophy and Policy Center, an
more compl"lcated" than any of her prior
interdisciplinary research group that
projects, she said.
studies issues in which ethical and
In the book, Paul examines how
philosophical considerations play a role in
government appropriation or regulation of
detennining publ"IC poricy, Paul edits the
private property, especially land, is
journal Social Philosophy & Pofq. Her
generally thought to be justified by the
duties also include editing a book series
constitutional doctrines of eminent domain
and a series of original papers which the
and police power. The former allows
center co-pubrlShes with Transaction
governments to take private property for
Press, assisting in the management of
public use, as long as 1ust compensation"

Award recipient finds helping students makes job more enjoyable
Cindy Puffer, COOl'dinator of the
pharmacy at the Student Health Center, is
the 1989 recipient of the Michael R.

students. Four or frve students come to
the campus each year and gain practical

Ferrari Award.
Puffer was presented the award
Aug. 21 during an opening day reception
far administrative staff.
Puffer joined the University staff in
1983 and also has been a preceptor
(teacher of fifth-year pharmacy students)
for the past seven years at the University
of Toledo's College of Pharmacy. She
received her degree in pharmacy from UT
in 1980.
Puffer's interest in pharmacy was
sparked when she worked as a drug store
cashier as a teenager. Sirice then that
interest has never wavered.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
Student Health Services, said Bowling
Green has one of the most advanced
student pharmacies in the nation because
of the technological innovations introduced by Puffer.
Sirice arriving on campus, she has
implemented a computer system which
stores all dincal pharmacy records and
warns of any potential adverse drug
interadion. The system also keeps the
health services inventory with exceptional
accuracy. Lasi year the annual audit
showed the inventory to be accurate to
within less than $4, and as a result the
auditors decided to change from annual to
semi-annual audits of the pharmacy.
Puffer also was responsillle for the
installation of a device which automatically counts the proper number of pills to
fill a prescription, which saves a great
deal of staff time.
Puffer initiated Bowling Green's
involvement in the UT pharmacy extern
program, which has resulted in more than
800 hours of uncompensated assistance
per year from senior UT pharmacy

and personnel managment. "These

training on computers, inventory control
students come here for dinical, hands-on
experience. It polishes and refines them a
little more than classes," Puffer said.
In 1988, she was named National
Preceptor of the Year, and at age 30 was
the youngest person ever to receive the
award. The award is presented by the
National Association of Retail Druggists.
In conjunction with the honor, a $1,000
pharmacy scholarship was established in
her name at UT.
At Bowling Green, Puffer created
and serves on the health center's
medication advisory committee. She also
writes a monthly pharmacy newsletter to
keep the staff up-to-date on pharmacy
developments.
In addition, she has guest lectured
in several courses and made presentations at Cancer Day and at the Health
Service Health Fair; has written guest
columns for the BG News; has participated in the 'Women in Science Career
Day"; and teaches the continuing education course, "Over the Counter Medication
and the Elderly."
In December 1988, Puffer delivered
the commencement address for the UT
CoUege of Pharmacy graduation. This fall
she will be working with WBGU-lV to
produce one of the first telecommunication continuing education programs from
the campus.
She said she learns something new
herseH every day. "There are new drugs
all the time, new ways doctors treat
patients and new ways of ordering
medications. It's such a growing and
progressive field," Puffer said.
· Created in 1982 by the Board of
Trustees to honor an University adminis-

prestigious ·
1989 .Carat Burnett Ethics Prize·

Paul E. Kostyu, a graduate
student, was been awarded the 1989
Carol Burnett Ethics Prize for his paper
"Doing What's Right: Teaching Ethics in
Journalism Programs."
The prestigious national award
was established by actress Carol Burnett
following her successful 1976 libel suit
against the National Enquirer. Burnett
created both an undergraduate and
graduate student award with the intent
that it encourage students of journalism to
be aware of their responsibility to the
public. Kostyu won in the graduate
student division.
The award is administered by
the University of Hawaii and the Association for Education in Journarism and Mass
Communication. Kostyu received $350
and a plaque at AEJMC's national
convention in Washington, D.C., in

Judges in the contest called the
paper "persuasively argued, with data that
provide a valuable contribution to the
study of media ethics education.· The
paper will be published this fall in the
"Journal of Media Ethics."

Relying on information obtained
from a survey of 359 University students
enrolled in journalism classes and an
examination of 90 accrecfrted journalism
programs in the Untied States, Kostyu
concluded that although journalism
students appear to understand the
<frffererice between ethical and non-ethical
behavior, they do not seem to know what
to do when faced with such behavior.
The paper suggests that a more
vigorous effort needs to be made by
journalism programs across the country to
teach journal"ISfll ethics. It calls on
programs to offer specific mecfaa ethics
courses and that those rourses be
required of all students.
Kostyu is currently a doctoral
can<fidate in mass communication, where
he has taught journalism for the past three
years. He previously was editor of the
Monitor publ"IShed by the Office of Public
Relations.
A graduate of Heidelberg
College, Kostyu has been a journalist
since 1973 and has worked in a variety of
capacities at newspapers in Ohio and
North Carolina. He also holds a master's
degree in popular culture from Bowling

Hale is named to directorship
Dr. Dennis Hale, journalism, has
been appointed director of the School of
Mass Communication.
Hale, who joined the University staff
in 1980, served as acting chair of the
journalism department last year. While at
Bowling Green, he also has headed the
news-editorial sequence and' has been
chair of the Board of Student Publications.

is made to the owner, the latter allows
governments to regulate land use for the
public good.
Paul is the fifth recipient of the
Olscamp Research Award. Prior winners
include Dr. Gary R. Hess, Distinguished
Research Professor and chair of the.
history department; Dr. Douglas C.

Neckers, Distinguished Research
Professor, chair of the chemistry department and executive director of the Center
for Photochemical Sciences; awardwinning author Michael Mott, English; and
Dr. Kenneth Kiple, history and a leading
authority on the biological history of black

slaves.
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Cindy Puffer receives the 1989 Michael R. Ferrari Award from last years recipient
Richard Conrad, director of computer services and telecommunications services.
Puffer has been the coordinator of the pharmacy at the University's Student Health
Center since 1983.
trator who shows a caring attitude in
working with faculty, staff and students.
the award is named after Dr. Michael
Ferrari, a longtime Bowling Green
administrator who was interim president of
the University in 1981-82. Ferrari currently
is president of Drake University in Des
Moines, Iowa
The Ferrari Award winner is
chosen, following campus-wide nominations, by a committee of administrative
staff based upon criteria that include
innovation and initiative, job performance

and relationship with the University
community.
Previous award winners have been
Richard L Conrad, director of computer
services and telecommunications
services. George J. Howick of the
Management Center, Gregory DeCrane of
student affairs, Patrick Frtzgerald of
WBGU-lV, Zola Buford of registration and
records. and Suzanne Crawford of
continuing education.
Recipients are given a plaque and a
$400 piece of artwork.

president for academic affairs. It will be

sity Union every 15 minutes, the transfer

Kosty~. re~ejves

August.

Ruth and Paul Olscamp present Ellen Frankel Paul (right) wfth the 1989 Olscamp Research Award. Paul is the fifth recipient of the award which carries a $1,000 cash prize
and is presented for outstanding scholarfy or creative accomplishments.

/
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Hale received his undergraduate
degree in history and economics from the
University of Puget Sound and his
masters in journalism from the University
of Oregon. He obtained his doctorate in
joumafism from Southern IUinois University.
He previously worked for the
Bellevue American in Washington as
business ecfitor, at the Post-Register in
Idaho FaDs as regional editor and at the

Outlook in Oregon as news editor. He
also worked at Tacoma Community
College as a public information officer and
journarism instructor.
A frequent contributor to journals,
Hale has written a variety of articles and
book chapters and reviews as well as
convention papers. In addition, he is a
member of the editorial board of the
Jouma/ of Media Economics.
His area of study is press law, press
coverage of the courts and social factors
that shape press rights.

Numbers changed
The alumni and development
offices have new telephone numbers: the
alumni office is 372-2701; the develop. ment office is 372-2424; and the foundation office is 372-2551.

used to support hiring of minorities only.
and Olscamp said he intends to request
the pool be doubled to $300,000 and kept
at that level indefinitely. 'We have to crack
this problem somehow and it's going to
cost money to do it,· he said.
-Faculty grants and contracts have
improved, but the rate of growth has
reached a plateau. Last year, 270
proposals were submitted to various
funding agencies by 180 faculty, 23
administrative staff submitted proposals
and 10 were submitted by nine graduate
students. A total of $6.4 million was
received for 107 awards.
Frve Academic Challenge Grants
were submitted and all received funding
without mcxflfication.
-Endowment also has continued to
grow and within eight years will provide $4
to 5 rrulrion unencumbered new dollars
each year to enhance equipment purchases, special projecls, <flStinguished
professorships, research and operating
budgets.
Olscamp said the University passed
$25 minion dollars in funds this year used
as endQwment Seven years ago the endowment was $1.9 million. Without
raising any more money, the endowment
will be at least $60 miRion in just eight
years.
-The University received $200,000
last year for a Canadian Studies Center
from the state, and Olscamp said he
expects additional financial support from
Canada and other sources. Next month
he will visit a Canadian university for the
second time to diso rss cooperative
relations in developing a trade pact data

base.
-The new on-line telephone registratlur. system. STAR v:as implemented last
spring to register for fall classes. In the
first two days of operation, 5,700 students
used the system with 6,600 sections
dropped or added
-The Research/Enterprise Park
signed its first tenant, Mid-American Bank.
-The new campus entrance and
Information Center is open and the first
phase of its operations has begun. This
phase involves a commuter bus service
that travels from the center to the Univer-

of all visitor parking to the lots near the

entrance. and expansion of security and
lighting in that area
Ultimately aU freshman and sophomore parking will be transferred to that
area as weU as visitor parking. This will be
phased in during a two year period
because of the adcfrtional staffing, trans·
portation, security and educational effort
that will be needed.
"At the end of two years, we should
have more central campus parking
without taking away any more green
space,· Olscamp said. ·1 think we should
restore green space on campus.·
-As of July 1. changes have been
implemented in the campus· smoking
policy. Following the rejection of a
smol<jng recommendation by two of four
constituent groups last spring, Olscamp
said he wanted to find a less comprehensive policy that would reduce smoking on

campus.
Under the new policy. smoking is
banned in eating, lounge and commons
areas. except the University Union where
a policy wili be developed later this fall.
Each building will have a committee
estabflShed to determine smoking
conditions for that area

Also, in the past students had to
request non-smoking rooms in residence
halls. This year the policy was reversed
and students who wish to smoke had to
request a smoking room. Four hundred
and twenty-five students out of 8.060
requested smokiniJ rooms this fan.
In looking ahead to the academic
year, Olscamp said he will institute a frveyear goal of improving Bowling Green·s
ACT scores for entering stOOents to
second in the state. A new five-year
computing plan wiU be created and
instituted. A five-year plan for development of the Graduate College will be
planned. including the addition of graduate assistantships and the development of
new programs. In addition, Olscamp said
he anticipates the submission of a
proposal for a doctoral degrea in organizational development to the Board of
Trustees sometime this year.

--TJ···

Symposium planned for faculty
John Hirschbuhl, an IBM scholar
and director of the Center for Computer
Based Education at the University of
Akron, will be the keynote speaker at the
third annual faculty development symposium Sept. 7.
His topic will be "What's the Right
Technology? (Teachers, Computers,
Telecommunications, Students!)" and wiU
be from 8-9 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center. A
reception and discussion will follow.
Hirschbuhl's talk is part of the
"Teaching Technologies: They Won't
Byter symposium being held Sept 7 and
8 at the University Union. Sponsored by
the Faculty Development Committee.
Ruth Olscamp, communication disorders,
is chairing the event.

.-

Hirschbuhl has published more than
100 articles in professional journals on
computer based training and education
and serves as North American editor of
"Interactive Leaming International." He
has consulted with many of the Fortune
500 companies and with education and
training organizations in North America,
Asia and Europe. In addition. he has
developed and published more than 150
courses in academic areas such as
Research Design and Statistics and
training series for Data Processing and
Programming such as COBOL
He also is the senior vice president
of development and operations for
Computer Knowledge International. an
Akron based consulting, marketing and
development firm.
The symposium begins Thursday
with six concurrent sessions in the Union:
from 1:30-2:20 p.m. will be "Grab Them
Wrth Graphics" in the Alumni Room and
"V.l.P.: Video Improved Performance" in
the Ohio Suite; from 2:20-3:20 p.m. will be
-CAD. Can!" in the Alumni Room. and
"Malting the Grade: Electronic Gradebooks and Other Software for Instructional
Use" in the Ohio Suite; and from 3:304:20 p.m. will be "h's Only Maire-Believe,
But It Works!" in the Alumni Room and
"T,V.: Your Time Machine" in the Ohio
Suite.

.. ,,.--

On Friday, teaching tools from a
variety of vendors will be on display from
9 am.-12:30 p.m. in the Lenhart Grand

Classgred
Employment
Opportunities
New Positions
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: noon. Friday. Sept. 1.

9-1-1

9-2-1
and
9-3-1

Food Service Worker
Pay Range 1
Food Operatioc IS
Academic year, fuB-time

9-1-4

Food Service Worker
Pay Range 1
University Union
Academic year, full-time

9-1·5

Typist 1

PayRange3
Cooperative Edi IC3lion Program
Academic year, pan-time
9-Hl

Computer Services
offers seminars ·
Computer Services will be offering the
following seminars for fall semester:
"Introduction to VMS; 1:30-3:30 p.m.
. Sept. 6; "Introduction to CMS, Part I,"
9:30-11 :30 am .. Sept. 8; "Introduction to
Network Communications; 3:30-5 p.m.,
Sept. 8; "Introduction to UNIX; 9:30-11 :30
a.m., Sept. 12; "Introduction to SAS;
9:30-11 :30 a.m .• SeRt. 12; and Introduction to Graphics," 1:30-3:30 p.m .• Sept.
13.
Also, "Introduction to the IBM
Personal Editor," 9:30-11 :30 a.m., Sept.
14; "Introduction to CMS, Part 2," 9:3011 :30 a.m .• Sept. 15; "Introduction to the
Sun Workstations; 1 :30-3:30 p.m., Sept.
15; "Introduction to Bitnet, 3:30-5 p.m.,
Sept 15; "Tope Processing Under CMS;
9:30-11 :30 a.m .• Sept 20; "Introduction to
IBM JCL," 9:30-11 :30 a.m., Sept 27; and
"Introduction to the SAS Display Manager,
9:30-11 :30 am., Sept. 29.
. . _
For more information, or to register
for these seminars, call 372-2102.
Participants are asked to register no later
than two days prior to the day of the
seminar.

Health cards expire,
new ones mailed
All participants in the BGSU Health
Care Program are reminded that the
current Prescription Drug Plan (PCS)
cards will expire on Thursday (Aug. 31).
New PCS cards will be mailed to
each employee participating in the
program. Persons who do not receive
their replacement cards within the next 1O
days should contact the Benefits/Insurance Office, 10 Shatzel Hall or phone
372-2112.

cashier1
PayAange3
Food Operations
Academic year, part-time

#p

Ballroom. Faculty, staff and students are
encouraged to visit the displays. and a
Macintosh Plus will be raffled.
Sessions continue through the day
including: "Computer Heaven: Here and
Now" from 9-10 a.m. in the Ohio Suite;
"T.V. Land" from 10-11 a.m. in the Alumni
Room; and "Media Mania" from 11 a.m.noon in the Ohio Suite. From 1 :30-3:30
p.m .• "The Leading Edge of Teaching" will
be held in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
and "Instructional Technologies at Light
Speed-What's In Our Future?" wiD be in
the Alumni Room. A social and discussion
hour will conclude the symposium from
3:30-4:30 p.m. in the Pheasant Room.
Persons interested in registering for
the programs should contact Joyce
Kepke. continuing education, in 300
McFall Center by Sept. 6.

Custodial WOC'k Supervisor
PayRange4
Physical plant
Academic year. part·time

Monitor
The Monitor is pubrlShed weekly
by the Office of Public Relations for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green State
University.
The deadline to submit material for the
Sept 3 issue is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Aug.

29.
Editor: MeflSSa Peper Firestone
Photographer: Jeff Hall
Contri>utors: Clifton P. BouteUe, Teri
Sharp, Gardner A. Mclean Jr., Linda
Swaisgood and Diane M. Docis.
"Commentaries" and other notices
should be sent to:
Monitor
Office of Public Relations
806 Administration Bldg.
Bowl~ Green. Oh. 43403
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The following faculty positions are available:
Jerome ~: Reference librarian. information services. Contact Kathryn Thiede (2-2856).
Revised deadline: Sept. 1.
~Ing: AssistanVassociate professor. Also, assistant professor. Deadlines: Sept. 30.
Also. VISltlng p.-ofessor (assistanVassociate. temporary. Deadline: Oct. 1. For all positions,
contact James S. West (2·2401).
The following admi!listrative positions are available:
Cooperative Education: Field coordinator. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2·2558). Deadline:
Sept. 6.
Ice Arena: Coordinator of ice skating. Contacl Annmarie Heldt (2·2558). Deadline: Sept. 15.
Office of Planning and Budgeting: Projecl-90 User coordinator. Contact Annmarie Heldt (22558). Deadline: Aug. 30.
Physical Plant: Director. Contact Annmarie HekJt (2·2558). Deadline: Sept. 15.
Research Services Office: Proposal development coordinator. Contact Christopher S. Dunn
(2·2481). Deadline: Sept. 1.
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Nonp<ofit Orgamation ·
US Fbstoge Paid
Permit No 1
Bowling Green. Ohio

Martha Rogers (left) president of Friends of the University Libraries and Center for
Archival Collections, and Rush Miller. dean of libraries and learning resourr::es,
present the annual Friends Award to Gloria Gregor, (sec.ond from left) head of
duplication and processing department and Frances Povsic. head of the Curriculum
Resources Center. The award honors libraries and learning resources staff performing significantly beyond the call of duty.

Datebook
Monday, August 28
Exhibit. ·1n Clay: Life & Times,"
through Sept. 20, Fine Ms Gallery. Free.

Tuesday,August29
Open Auditions. for "Ah, Wilderness,"
7 p.m., 402 University Hall; for "University,"
the annual all-freshman show. 7 p.m .• 400
University Hall; and '"Machinal," 7 p.m., 405
University Hall. Callbacks are at 7 p.m. Aug.
31 . For more information. call the theatre
department at 372·2222.

live and Nonrepresentative Tasks," by Wade M.
Gibson, 11 :30 a.m., second floor conference
room, Psychology Building.

Saturday, Sept. 2
WBGU-TV Program. "Amish Cooking
From Ouitt Country," with host Marcia Adams,
food columnist and authority on Indiana Amish
food and lifestyles, noon. Channel 27.

Monday, Sept. 4
Labor Day. University offices closed. No

classes.

VJednesday,August30
Conference. "Divorce and Special
Families, - 1-5:15 p.m., Instructional Media
Center, Ftrelands College. To register, call
lhe personal and professional development
~rams office, Firelands. 433-5560. ext.
217. Fee: $50.
Open Auditions, for "Ah, Wilderness,"
7 p.m., 402 University Hall; for -University,"
the annual all-freshman show. 7 p.m., 400
u~ H!iD; arid for "Machinal." 7 p.m..
405 University Han. Callbacks are 7 p.m.
Aug. 31. For more information, call the
theatre department at 372·2222.

Thursday, August 31

Computer accounts
should be renwed
With the start of the academic year,
it's time to renew IBM 4381, IBM 4341,
VAX 11nas. VAX 11nao and VAX 8530
computer accounts. Computer Services
validates User~IDs and fotceS Mw passwords as Se<:urity measures.
Deadline for renewing computer
accounts is Sept 27 for all VAX and IBM
systems.

Weight Watchers, noon-1 p.m.,

Carrpus Room. University Union. Registration required for 1he 10-week session.

Friday, Sept. 1
Ph.D. Anal Exam, "The Linear
Additive Model of Judgment in Representa-

Faculty Senate will be evaluating
the costs associated with providing
alfferent types of benefits for part-time
faculty and identifying the budget implications of the various options.
-Health insurance. The rising
costs of providing University employees
with health care benefits are significantly
affecting the budget. Lancaster said.
Officers of the senate, Administrative Staff Council and Classified Staff
Council have met to disCI ISS the problem
and wm be working with 1he administration
to estabrlsh a system for monitoring the
cost effectiveness of the service provided
by the third party administrators. They
also wiD identify the significant factors
contributing to the escalating costs.
-Health promotion policies. A likely
emphasis in future health care programs
will be prevention. Last spring the Faculty
WeHare Committee reviewed the report by
the University Wide Health Promotion
Task Force and endorsed several of its
recommendations which will be examined
by the senate this fall.
-Retiree concerns. An ad hoc
committee was established last year to
address problems encountered by
retirees in general and in the Supplemental Retirement Program. The topic is
partiaJlarty important, Lancaster said,
because of the massive numbers of
faculty who are expected to retire during
the next several years.
Approximately 65 faculty have been
at Bowling Green for 25 or more years.

Note holiday
University faculty, staff and students
are reminded that Sept 4 is the Labor
Day tiorlday. All offices will be closed and
dasses will not be in session.

Nearly 300 have been on campus for 20
or mor~ years. Lancaster said this
represents about 46 percent of the
tenured and probationary faculty.
The Faculty WeHare Committee will
present the ad hoc committee's recommendations to the senate this fall.
-sexual harassment/discrimination
and racial harassmentldiscrimination.
Issues related to the topic have been
raised iri various forums in prior years..
"Unfortunately, although we may not
recognize them, these problems persist,·
Lancaster said
is important that we
reafize that we frequently do not perceive
things which are easily in our view:
The University needs to be educated about racial and sexual harassment
and assaimination in order to recognize
the many forms it can take. "As long as
we do not educate ourselves on racial and
sexual harassment and alSCrimination, we
are not going to recognize the incidence
of them, and unless we learn to recognize
these problems and understand their
complexity. we cannot possibly hope to
solve them," she said.
"The effectiveness of Faculty
Senate will depend upon the ability of its
members to achieve certain
balances ... Although such balances are
not easily achieved, they can be
achieved," Lancaster concluded. "While
the Faculty Senate may not be the most
efficient form of governance, it has been
and can be an effective form of govern-

·n
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Fitzgerald is
Wu came to BG with a little help from her friends named to post
atWBGU-TV
classes

Gillmor's office lends a hand

Teaching
at the University this academic year wiD seem like a
piece of cake to visiting professor Wu
Xue Wei compared to what it took to
get here.
After traveling with her husband's
folk music troupe in canada this
summer, bureaucratic tape at the U.S.Canada border threatened to send her
back to China to get the proper visa to
enter the United States. But the efforts
of some University staff, Congressman
Paul Gillmor and his assistant Mark
Wellman kept Wu from taking the long
way around to Bowling Green.

Wu has a special relationship
with the University. Her first contact
with Bowling Green came in the late
19705 when she took an Engrish class
at Beijing University from former
University faculty member Doug Fricke,
who was in China on a Fulbright
Scholarship. When she in<ficated she
was interested in studying for her
master':? degree in English, Fricke
encouraged her to apply to BGSU. In
1981, she became one of the first
residents of the People's Republic of
China to earn a graduate degree from
the University.
Her experience at Bowling Green
prompted her to suggest to Dr. Lester
Barber, English, that the University
consider an exchange program with the
Xi'an Foreign Languages Institute (now
known as the xran Foreign Languages
University). After a number of negotiations and visits with Sun Tian Yi, the
president of the Chinese university, an
agreement was signed in Bowling
Green in·October 1984.
Having been to the U.S. and
Bowling Green before, Wu did not
expect any problems on her return trip
this summer. However, when she and
her husband applied in China for their
visas to Canada they did not receive
their passports in time for Wu to apply
for a visa to the U.S. She planned to
apply for it once she arrived in Canada
But it wasn't that easy. Shortly
after getting to Ganada. Wu went to the
U.S. consulate in Vancouver, British

Patrick T. Frtzgerald has been

named the new director of television
services and general manager of
WBGU-TV, Dr.
Dwight F.
Burlingame, vice
president for
University
relations, announced last

week.

Philip Mason (left), executive assistant to the president. and lester Barber. Engrtsh
and director of the University's exchange program with the Xi'an Foreign Languages
University, talk with Wu Xue Wei about the classes she wiU be teaching at Bowling
Green this year. She is deputy dean of the Eng6sh department at Xi'an.

Columbia. and was told the office couldn't
grant her a visa because of restrictions
when a third-party country is involved.
They said laws prohibited a consulate in
Canada from granting a visa for the U.S.
when the recipient is not from either
country_ She would have to go back to
China and obtain her visa Wu called
Barber instead.
Barber, director of the Xi'an/
Bowling Green exchange program. said
he aiscussed the problem with Dr. Philip
Mason, executive assistant to the
president. Mason went to Washington,
D.C., and talked to Gillmor who agreed to
help by writing a letter urging the consulate to grant the visa He also had
WeDman collect materials the consulate
said were necessary to process the

paperwork.
"Basically the consulate officials
eventuany said since there was so much

interest in this case and because all of
Wu's papers were in order, they would
make an exception this time by granting
the visa,· Barber said "There is no
question, though, that it was through the
efforts of Gillmor and WeDman that she
was able to get here.·
Barber and his wife Susan, HPER,
met Wu in Toronto Aug. 14 and, after
standing in line for several hours, were
able to obtain the visa and be in Bowling
Green by that evening.
"I was so grateful to Bowing Green
and Paul GiD;nor," Wu said after aniving
on campus.. "I love the people and school
here. Bowling Green is like my second
home and I want to thank the kind people
who made it possi>le for me to be here.·
Wu, who joined the staff at Xi'an
Languages University in 1973,

Foreign

Continued on Page 2

Fitzgerald,
who is currently
director of
television
learning
Pat Fitzgerald
services at the
pubfic television station, win succeed Dr.
Duane E.Tucker, who retires as general
manager Dec. 31.
"Pars appointment allows us to not
miss a step in the continued growth and
development of the station," Burlingame
said. "He's fammar with the station, the
University and the state system:
The University conducted a
national search for the general manager
position, which Tucker has had for more
than 25 years. Acconling to Burlingame.
"we were very pleased" with the range of
applicants, among which were "some
very strong cancfldates. •
·n·s a credit to Pat that we had a
strong final pool, and that we found the
right person for the job (from that pool)."

he added.
Although Fitzgerald acknowledges increasing competition for \iewerS
from cable stations and other sources.
he berieves that the strength of public
television in general, and WBGU-TV in
particular, is in its local programming
and production.
-We can look at these challenges
as opportunitieS for serving new
auaiences, inc:luamg those who live
outside the mainstream of our society
and don't have access to cable TV," he

added
Fitzgerald also sees WBGU-TV
Continued on Page 2

Spinelli saw more than expected on research tour of El Salvador
Dr. Joseph SpineDi, geography. and
Vice President Dan Quayle did something in common this summer in B
Salvador. They both examined a cache
of 300 Russian and Eastern Bloc

weapons -

only Spinelli beat the vice
president to it He saw the cache a dav
before Quayle aid.
·
Spinelli spent 1o days in June in El

Salvador conducting research on
agrarian reform. A University alumnus,
Doug lewis, now a major in the U.S.
Army, 5efVed as his guide. Lewis is one
of 55 military advisers in 8 Salvador and
he teaches at the intelligence school
based in San Salvador. Wrth his
security clearance, Lewis was able to
take Spinelli to more locations and
offices than most civilians and military
personnel are ever abNed to see.
·1 was really quite fortunate. Wath
Doug as my guide, I was able to collect
more information than I ever expected in
the amount of time I was there," Spinelli
said-

l.ast year Spinelli wanted to coucerr
trate on a neW research topic and was
initialy thinking about studying the ltalan

Communist Party. However, through his
correspondence with Lewis, he began
reading about 8 Salvador and the
agricultural reform that has occurred
there. Intrigued by what he read, he
deci;:led to visit the country.
V'that he found was a country the size
of M~usetts and a population of six
million with unemployment and underemployment at 50 percent Sixty percent of
the population depends on agriculture for
its income, but the primary crops of
coffee, cotton and sugar cane have
suffered from stiff competition from other
countries exporting these same prom icts
However, changes in the country are
occurring. Under the administration of a

democratically elected president. a
program of agrarian reform is redisbibuting land ownership so peasant farmers

fOr the first time can daim fu8 title to the
land they tiL
Spineli spent hours each day talking
to farmers, their wives and their neighbors about the reform and the aiuntry's
geogiaphy. In adcition, he heard tales

Continued on Page 2

Joseph Spinelf (right}, geography, and Maj Doug LeMs. an intelligence agent in fhe
U.S. Army and a UniretSily aUnnus. examine a cache of weapons confiscal9d flDm
guelrilla amri8s in El Salvador.

